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Abstract

For most modern feature-rich software, considerable external help and learning resources are available on the web (e.g., documentation, tutorials, videos, Q&A forums). But, how do users new to an application discover and make use of such resources? We conducted in-lab and diary studies with 26 software newcomers from a variety of different backgrounds who were all using Fusion 360, a 3D modeling application, for the first time. Our results illustrate newcomers’ diverse needs, perceptions, and help-seeking behaviors. We found a number of distinctions in how technical and non-technical users approached help-seeking, including: when and how they initiated the help-seeking process, their struggles in recognizing relevant help, the degree to which they made coordinated use of the application and different resources, and in how they perceived the utility of different help formats. We also created customized visualizations of our newcomers’ navigation patterns between the 3D modeling application and help resources and evaluated our initial visualization design with software developers. We discuss implications for moving beyond “one-size-fits-all” help resources towards more structured, personalized, and curated help and learning materials.
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Chapter 1.

Introduction

Learning to use feature-rich software, such as 3D design tools and video editors, is a challenging endeavor. The volume of commands, which can number in the hundreds or thousands, makes it difficult for users to gain awareness of what is possible in the application, to locate relevant commands within the interface, and to discover how to combine the different commands into higher-level workflows [32]. Resources provided with the software, such as help manuals and documentation, are often quickly abandoned by frustrated users and not deemed helpful [55,56,59].

There is a rich history of human-computer interaction (HCI) research examining the issues and challenges that users face with seeking help when using feature-rich software (e.g., [2,10,53,60]). With the introduction of Web 2.0 technologies and subsequent growing popularity of user-generated content, software help has evolved dramatically, even within the last 5-10 years. Users now have more outlets than ever to disseminate and share their software knowledge. For most modern feature-rich software, there is now considerable external help and learning resources available on the web, such as interactive tutorials, videos, Q&A or FAQ sites, blogs, dedicated forums, among others.

A variety of innovative approaches for designing software help have also been proposed in the literature, usually with some underlying assumption about software users and their common help needs and behaviors. For example, some tools assume that users will learn by following expert users’ behavior, step-by-step instructions (e.g., [7,33,44]) or video-based tutorials [38]; others assume that users will make coordinated use of a search engine when learning the application (e.g., [20,25]); yet, other tools assume that users will learn by looking up questions and answers from other users (e.g., [12,48]).

Unfortunately, many of the assumptions about users’ help needs and strategies have not considered the range of possible experiences of users who are entirely new to an application, henceforth, we call software newcomers. There is reason to believe that
newcomers are likely to experience frustrations with the application and help resources (both internal and external to the application) that are even more acute than other users when it comes to using and learning feature-rich software [26]. The newcomer experience is especially an important problem today because the user base of feature-rich software (such as for 3D modeling) is not limited to professional, trained users; it is growing with a large number of casual users who bring in a diverse set of technical and domain knowledge and skills [34].

Missing in the literature is a deeper characterization of how software newcomers approach help-seeking in a feature-rich application. For example, what types of help resources do newcomers gravitate towards when they face difficulties, and for what reasons? What challenges, if any, do newcomers face as they seek help? Furthermore, and, importantly, to what extent are newcomers similar and different to one another in their approaches and points of difficulty?

In this paper, we tackle these questions and investigate help-seeking among newcomers in the context of learning a 3D modeling application, Autodesk Fusion 360 [67]. We carried out a multi-phase study consisting of one-on-one laboratory observations and a take-home diary component with 26 participants who were all using Fusion 360 for the first time and were motivated to try out 3D modeling. Our sample included 20 participants who had no experience with 3D modeling: 10 technical newcomers (those with computer science (CS) and related backgrounds) and 10 non-technical newcomers (artists, writers, scientists, etc., without any CS training). For comparison, we also recruited 6 domain expert newcomers who had formal training in 3D modeling domain but who were new to Fusion 360.

The main contribution of our paper is in providing empirical insights into the diversity among software newcomers in terms of how they use and perceive external help resources when first learning to use a feature-rich application in a task-focused manner. Our findings reveal common challenges among the different groups of newcomers, as well as key distinctions including differing abilities to articulate search queries and recognize relevant help, and the degree to which newcomers made coordinated use of the application and different resources. Furthermore, we use visualization techniques to demonstrate users' navigation pattern between a feature-rich application and different help resources. The goal here is to facilitate a better
understanding of users’ help-seeking behaviors so that help resources can be better integrated in software application workflows in the future. Our findings highlight several opportunities for the HCI community to design more targeted curated and personalized help resources for different types of users, to ultimately make the learning process more efficient and less daunting for all software users.
Chapter 2.

Related Work

This work builds upon existing studies of software help-seeking and the role of user expertise in software learning. Our study is also inspired by the wide range of prior novel systems in the literature that support software learning, and visualizing software usage behavior.

2.1. Studies of Software Learning and Help-Seeking

The HCI field has long acknowledged the complex and challenging nature of learning and using complex software. Prior studies have provided important insights into the existence, prevalence and efficacy of different help-seeking and trouble-shooting strategies.

Early HCI studies of software help seeking date back to the late 1980s and 1990s. At this time, it was still common practice for large printed manuals to accompany software. While some users did report consulting these physical manuals, other work suggested that users tended to avoid consulting formal documentation [59], often preferring to learn via self-directed experimentation or trial-and-error from within the application [59,60]. Carroll coined this preference for self-directed experimentation over help-seeking the “paradox of the active user” [10] - even though it would be more efficient for users to seek help to resolve their breakdowns, they opt to tackle the task on their own first and improve based on their actions’ efficacy. This preference led to guided exploratory learning approaches to software help-seeking and learning. Early studies also found that learning instances generally tended to occur in the context of specific tasks as opposed to more open-ended software exploration [60]. These studies also revealed that most task-oriented explorations are combined with help support from software documentations and other software users to be effective and that users prefer “just-in-time” task-driven approaches to learning the details of software [60]. It is important to consider that the World Wide Web was not available to the users in these early studies (e.g., [60]) and software help and online resources have evolved dramatically since then.
Studies from the mid-to-late 2000s identified and contrasted challenges that users face both when attempting to learn the application through interface exploration and when seeking help from the application's online help system (e.g., [2,53–55]). For example, with in-application experimentation, users had difficulty understanding the application’s vocabulary, leading to only limited success [53]. Nonetheless, users remained reluctant to seek help from the online help system, even when they needed it [53–55]. These studies also confirmed findings of the early studies (e.g., [60]) that users favor trial-and-error strategies, but also explained that some hidden affordances and false affordances (the interface either does not communicate how to proceed with a task or misleads the users) prevent users from efficient usage of the application [53]. When consulting documentation, prior studies emphasized users’ preference for minimalist instruction sets [8] as compared to detailed documentation [55]. The idea behind minimalism is providing users with minimal training structure in order to utilize their training experience [8]. Prior work also found that the vocabulary problem [27] made it difficult for users to search within online help systems, since help systems often used the same (unfamiliar) vocabulary found in the application [2,53] and sometimes there is a mismatch between the system designers vocabulary and how users describe it [27]. Also, formulating the appropriate search query is the responsibility of the user of the system and finding appropriate results depends highly on one’s searching strategies and familiarity with the domain [24,61]. Most of the time, users’ current knowledge of the task-to-be-performed is inadequate which results in imprecise queries [3].

Since the explosion of external online resources [46,68], more recent studies on software help-seeking have tended to focus users’ experiences with novel prototypes (e.g., [13,17,20,40,42]). One exception is a recent study by Hudson et al., [35], which examined tutorial use and help-seeking behaviors of children (ages 10-15) who were novice and newcomer users of the 3D design application Tinkercad. They found that the children were highly reluctant to search for online help. When prompted by an experimenter to do so, the children had difficulty formulating search queries and evaluating help resource suitability.

This thesis builds on this body of prior research by providing an updated and detailed characterization of adult help-seeking strategies in light of the current landscape of software help resources. The diversity and availability of external resources has
changed dramatically in recent years, necessitating new insight into user strategies and challenges. We also focus on the diversity of the newcomer experience.

2.2. Expertise in Software Learning and Help-Seeking

In general, it is widely acknowledged that individual differences can play an important role in how users experience technology (e.g., [5,16,18,19]). Dillon et al. attempted to demonstrate that analysis of users’ behavior can benefit from the psychological works on individual differences and inform system design [16]. In software learning research more specifically, one attribute that has received a great deal of attention is the role of user expertise. For example, building on Nielsen’s categorization of user experience levels [52] Grossman et al.’s survey of software learning metrics [32] proposed a taxonomy of software users consisting of four dimensions, all related to expertise: “Experience with computers”, “Experience with the [specific application] interface”, “Domain knowledge”, and “Experience with similar software.” The purpose of the taxonomy was to empower researchers so they can focus on a specific area of learnability. They identified “initial learnability (initial performance with the system)” and “extended learnability (change in performance over time) as the main categories of software learnability and the four categories of user skills can be studied in either of these cases [32]. Other studies have either included a wide range of user expertise in their participant pool [13,31], or have purposefully narrowed their studies to the either expert (e.g., [17]) or novice groups (e.g., [2,9,35,53,54]). Previous work suggests that motivation and engagement have a direct effect on how well the participants can learn 3D modeling software and 3D printing workflows and revealed a lot of potential in HCI research to understand and support different emerging user groups [34].

Our study extends prior research in this space by closely examining the help-seeking behaviors of newcomers who come with and without domain expertise. In addition, we consider the technical expertise of the newcomers and how it impacts their help-seeking approaches.

2.3. Systems and Tools to Support Software Learning

Finally, there is a wide body of prior research on systems and techniques that aim to address specific software learning challenges and tendencies. For example, prior
work has investigated ways of providing richer contextual help within the application, to help users better understand how individual tools can be used [22,30,43]. Others have focused on making it easier for users to search for relevant tutorials by, for example, augmenting search engine results with the commands covered [20]. Still others have focused on the tutorial application problem by, for example, creating systems that highlight commands mentioned in the tutorial within the interface [25,36] or use application interaction data to control video tutorial pacing [58]. Addressing vocabulary challenges, prior work has also proposed mapping higher-level keywords to individual actions or workflows [26,42]. Finally, prior approaches have sought to make it easier for users to leverage community software wisdom through, for example, application-integrated forums [12,48] or tutorials augmented with feedback and perspectives of other users [7,44].

Many of the above systems have been tested using participants with relatively high degrees of application and technical expertise (e.g., industry professionals or students in CS), and therefore, there is little current empirical insight into the degree to which of the above approaches may or may not support a range of application newcomers.

### 2.4. Exploring Application and Help Resource Usage Using Timeline Visualizations

Visualizations of complex information can often save time and effort as they help summarize different information effectively. Many commercial products provide visualizations of how application users behave (e.g., [63]). Other than these, innovative approaches and tools have been proposed for visualizing user behavior mostly within an application (e.g., [49]). But, what is missing in the literature is a deep understanding of the combination of application and help resource usage, which may be scattered all over the web. In particular, it could be useful to explore the temporal relationships and the sequence in which resources are visited and how users of feature-rich applications utilize the help resources and when these instances occur.

Timeline visualizations enable us in identifying temporal patterns and chronological orders of events. Many approaches have been explored for presenting temporal data (e.g., LifeLines [57], Lifelines2 [50], LifeFlow [66], EventFlow [64], and
TimeSpan [45] for visualizing personal histories for medical records, storyline visualizations such as movie narrative charts [69], PatternFinder for ball-and-chain visualization and finding patterns of events [21], SchemaLine for note taking and grouping notes into schema [51], etc.). Each of these methods has made significant contributions for data visualization in different domains, focusing on different aspects of the data. However, the challenging aspect of the timelines is showing relationships and comparing between different events and many of the visualizations mentioned above have attempted to explore that.

Software developers can provide better applications and help resources by studying different groups of participants, providing minimal interfaces (both in the software and help resources), and learning about the affordances in the software and the help resources. Therefore, enabling these developers to understand the users and their navigation patterns can result in better and more diversely available applications. We explore these issues around visualization of users’ navigation patterns inside and outside the application in Chapter 4.
Chapter 3.

Understanding the Diversity in How Software Newcomers Discover and Make Use of Help Resources

The main goal of our research was to investigate how newcomers find and make use of software help when trying to use a feature-rich software application. In this chapter, we describe our method, the study details, and our key findings [37].

3.1. Method

We first carried out an in-lab observational study to shed light on participants’ behaviors and interactions when using help resources for their initial learning tasks. To investigate the extent to which participants’ help-seeking approaches and perceptions might generalize beyond the short and controlled nature of the lab session, we invited participants for a take-home diary component and follow-up interviews.

3.1.1. Choice of Application Domain

Given the popularity of 3D printing and the growing user base of novices trying to learn 3D modeling on their own [34], we decided to investigate help-seeking behaviors in the context of using Autodesk Fusion 360, a feature-rich cloud-based Computer-Aided Design (CAD) application. Fusion 360 allows users to create sketches of 3D models and turn these sketches into 3D printable objects that can be used for both professional and recreational uses.

3.1.2. Choice of Tasks

For designing the modeling tasks, we consulted with Fusion 360 experts, and explored models that would be suitable for newcomers but would have some challenging aspects such that newcomers would want to seek help. Using feedback from the experts, we designed our own models and ran pilot tests to check the models’ levels of
difficulty. Based on our pilot tests, we expected that newcomers would make progress, but would also feel the need to find help when stuck.

3.1.3. Participants and Recruitment

Our goal was to recruit people from a range of educational and technical backgrounds. We reached out to local makerspaces, libraries, and universities to recruit people who had any interest in learning about 3D modeling.

We ended up recruiting 26 adult newcomers (13M/13F), all new to Fusion 360, between the ages of 19-45, who were a mix of university students and working professionals. Their highest education ranged from high school diplomas to graduate degrees. We classified all of our participants with the following labels based on their self-reported expertise in 3D modeling and technical skills:

Technical newcomers (T): majors in CS or Engineering and/or had experience with software development; did not have any experience with 3D modeling. (n=10)

Non-technical newcomers (NT): non-CS majors (e.g., Arts, Business, Biology, English, Linguistics, etc.); did not have any experience with software development or 3D modeling. (n=10)

Domain experts (DE): had formal training in 3D modeling and were regularly using another 3D modeling application. (n=6)

3.1.4. In-Lab Observations

During the observational in-lab session, each participant was asked to try two different 3D modeling tasks. The main task was to create a 3D table from scratch (as shown in Figure 3.1. We had a secondary task of similar difficulty where participants were asked to produce a coffee cup and a cup sleeve.
We told participants at the outset that the study tasks were designed to be challenging and that our main goal was to investigate help-seeking strategies and behaviors rather than participants’ 3D modeling task performance. We encouraged participants to seek as much help as necessary using whatever resources in or outside the application that they felt comfortable with. But, we also made it clear that the researchers would not be able to answer questions or provide any help.

We began the study with a 3-minute introductory video about 3D modeling, what it is, and its applications. The video did not contain any content about Fusion 360.

Participants were given 20 minutes for the main task and another 20 minutes for the second task and an additional 5 minutes to fill out a questionnaire after each task. We provided images of both target 3D models and optional design specifications (e.g., dimensions, materials) and made it clear that participants can be creative with their designs. We encouraged participants to think aloud while completing the tasks, so we could better understand any breakdowns that they face in tackling the task. We collected data through screen and audio recordings of each participant’s interactions. We also installed a browser plug-in on the lab computer used for the study that allowed us to collect time-stamped browsing logs and create navigation timelines (as illustrated in Figure 3.2 for the main task). For additional insights into the participant’s perceptions

Figure 3.1. Example model used in the main study task

Study Protocol
and actions, we then conducted a semi-structured interview for 10 minutes. In most cases, there were two researchers who observed each in-lab session and took detailed notes. Each in-lab session lasted around 60 minutes.

![Timeline overview of participants and their help-resource and application navigation for the main task with 20 minutes time limit.](image)

Figure 3.2. Timeline overview of participants and their help-resource and application navigation for the main task with 20 minutes time limit. (On average it took participants 3 minutes to initiate their first help-seeking attempt, and DE newcomers on average spent 2 minutes more in the application.

### 3.1.5. Take-Home Diaries

During the diary study phase, we asked participants to spend at least two hours working on two additional modeling tasks (at home and at their own pace, on their own computers), with the goal of removing some of the time and observational pressure of the lab environment. We gave participants the choice of working on any two of five different modeling tasks (that were of the same level of difficulty as the ones prescribed in the lab). For each model, we supplied participants with a target image and optional design specifications.

For this phase of the study, our data collection focused on participants' self-reports of their help-seeking actions. To record their interactions, participants used a variant of "Eureka reports" [60], which are learning incident logs used in diary studies.
We offered both online and paper-printed Eureka reports for participants to record each help-seeking attempt, including the usage of help resources and whether or not they perceived their attempt to be successful.

### 3.1.6. Final Follow-Up Interviews

Following the diary phase, we scheduled a semi-structured final interview with each participant to gain further insights into their help-seeking strategies and the challenges that they encountered. During this interview, we went through the Eureka reports and also asked participants to reflect on their general impressions of and experiences with the different resources that they used throughout both the in-lab and diary phases of the study. All participants received $50 gift cards at the final interview.

### 3.1.7. Data Analysis

To understand how newcomers found and made use of different help resources, we first analyzed their different stages of help-seeking observed during the in-lab study. We further analyzed their perceptions of different help resources based on their use of help in the lab and at home.

**Analysis of Help-Seeking Stages**

For analyzing our in-lab observations, we adopted and modified an existing conceptual framework on in-person help-seeking by Nelson-Le Gall [28]. For our purposes, we classified software help-seeking activities in three stages: 1) finding help; 2) recognizing relevant help; and, 3) applying relevant help to the application.

*Finding Help:* For this stage, we considered to what extent participants were able to express their help needs and locate a relevant help resource. We assessed this by: 1) doing a query log analysis of search histories and participants’ use of the built-in application help (where relevant) to identify both the relevant and irrelevant resources that they found; and, 2) we also analyzed the time it took for participants to make their first help attempt by looking at their navigation patterns and the first instance where they clicked on the built-in help or switched to the browser to search for help.
Recognizing relevant help: For the second stage, we considered what happens when users land on a relevant resource and to what extent they are able to recognize the relevance of the resource in relation to their help need. For this part of the analysis, two of the researchers triangulated data from users’ browser-based navigation histories and screen recordings to assess the relevance of the resource and corroborated data with participants’ think-aloud reasoning.

Applying relevant help to the application: In the last stage, we looked at the extent to which participants were able to apply the help they just found to the actual task at hand. For this analysis, we used browser-based navigation histories, screen recordings, and users’ attempted models.

We note that our analysis of the in-lab observations is based on the main task (Figure 3.1) as we did not observe any qualitative differences in the help-seeking approaches across both tasks (and there were no significant differences in the responses to post-task questionnaires for the two tasks).

Analysis of Users’ Perceptions of Help Resources

To better understand how users perceived the usefulness of the different help resources that they encountered, we considered participants’ interactions both in the lab and during the take-home diary phase. For the lab component, we used our observations and users’ responses in the post-task questionnaires and interviews. For the diary component, we analyzed participants’ Eureka reports and follow-up interview responses. We used an inductive analysis approach [62] to look for patterns and recurring themes in the data.

3.2. Overview of Help-Seeking Activities

We first present an overview of newcomers’ help-seeking attempts both in the lab and during the take-home phase.
3.2.1. In-Lab Study

Subtask Completion and Triggers for Seeking Help

We divided our main task into 10 subtasks based on the key components of the model (e.g., the table top, legs, material used) and matched participants’ attempts with subtasks in the reference design (Figure 3.1). We found that, on average, the newcomers were able to complete only a low percentage (19.6%) of the main task. This finding does not surprise us since we had planned for the task to be difficult to encourage help-seeking attempts.

In attempting the subtasks, our participants tried to find help 4 times on average (range: 1-9 attempts, variance: 4.5, standard deviation: 2.1). There were various triggers for these help-seeking activities, but most commonly they included challenges in understanding the 3D space, figuring out the user interface, and knowing modeling terminology, as have been shown in other studies of 3D modeling [34,35]. We observed a wide range in the initial help-seeking needs: from not knowing how to even start using the application to figuring out specific problems with 3D features (e.g., Extrude).

Sources of Help

We categorized different types of help resources that the participants visited from either official or unofficial websites mainly as: 1) built-in application help, 2) video tutorials, 3) text-based tutorials, 4) forums, and 5) other (such as the Fusion 360 technical installation instructions). Each participant visited 5 distinct resources on average (range: 1-14) and the most used resources were videos (58.2%), followed by text-based tutorials (19.9%), forums (14.8%), and built-in help (7.1%).

Help-Seeking Attempts: Successes and Failures

We defined a help-seeking attempt as a participant’s effort to go through the three key stages: find, recognize and apply relevant help for a particular purpose, to complete some aspect of the task at hand. The help-seeking attempt was classified as being successful if the participant was able to succeed in all three of these stages.

Overall, participants engaged in 102 help-seeking attempts (NT: 32, T: 38, DE: 32), but only 39 out of 102 (38.2%) of these help-attempts were successful (NT: 6, T: 18, DE: 15). More generally in terms of their overall success rates, technical (47.3%) and
domain expert newcomers (46.8%) had the highest help-seeking success rate, whereas the non-technical newcomers had the lowest success (18.7%).

We further investigated the stages (summarized in Table 1) where the unsuccessful attempts (63 out of 102) stemmed from and synthesized several variations and challenges experienced by newcomers based on their levels of expertise (NT, T, and DE). At the stage of finding help, almost all failed attempts (which accounted for 11% of the total failed attempts) came from NT newcomers. The stage of recognizing relevant help was the main stage of failure for all groups of participants. We shed light on these failures and variations among newcomers in the rest of our results.

### Table 3.1. Distribution of failures in help-seeking attempts (63 out of 102) at different stages of help-seeking and among different participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Finding Help</th>
<th>Recognizing Help</th>
<th>Applying Help</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>11.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>23.8%</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>17.5%</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>12.7%</td>
<td>60.3%</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.2.2. Take-Home Diaries

In the take-home diaries, overall, all participants attempted at least two of the five suggested modeling tasks and submitted 134 Eureka reports (on average, 6 per participant, range: 2-13). Based on these reports, the success and failure rates in the diary phase were similar in magnitude to the lab study phase. For example, participants reported failing at a large number of their help-seeking attempts (39.6% of attempts, compared to 61.2% in the lab study). The follow-up interviews and Eureka reports revealed that having more time for the take-home tasks and being outside of the lab environment did not impact participants’ general approaches to help-seeking, particularly in terms of the resources they consulted. We discuss their overall perceptions of help resources that they used in the lab and at home in a later section.

In the rest of the results we focus on participants’ differences in deciding when and how to seek help, challenges in recognizing relevant help, and in navigating and applying found help to the application.
3.3. **Deciding When and How to Seek Help**

For all of our participants, we did a second-by-second analysis of their usage of the application during the task and different help resources, as shown in the Figure 3.2 timeline. We considered both the location and timing of the help-seeking activities of each participant. On average, participants took about 3 minutes to initiate their first help-seeking activity. However, there was a wide range: on one extreme, some participants started the help-seeking without even tackling the task; on the other extreme, some participants spent as long as 13 minutes exploring the application before seeking help.

Although some newcomers (19.2%) started their help-seeking process by clicking on the built-in help, in most cases, newcomers initiated help-seeking by searching on Google (73.1%) and YouTube (7.7%).

### 3.3.1. Newcomers Mostly Search for Help, But for Different Reasons

Overall, participants initiated 115 queries (Table 2). Participants issued 4.4 queries on average, with a range of 1 to 13 queries (one participant did not initiate any queries).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query Intent</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Help (e.g., introduction to fusion 360)</td>
<td>13 (11.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UI Help (e.g., fusion 360 copy object)</td>
<td>22 (19.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example Model (e.g., create a table with fusion 360)</td>
<td>6 (5.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D Help (e.g., extrude sketch fusion 360)</td>
<td>32 (27.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reformulation (e.g., how to create a class effect in fusion 360 reformulated to how to change item textures in fusion 360)</td>
<td>36 (31.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (e.g., google.translate)</td>
<td>6 (5.22%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To characterize the nature of participants’ queries, we used an inductive analysis approach. Two researchers manually inspected the search terms, discussed common themes, and classified each query into one of the 5 main groups (summarized in Table 2).

We observed several variations across participants in terms of how they approached their search process. We observed that half of both the technical and non-
technical newcomers started by learning the application basics (searching for beginner tutorials or asking for basic UI help) to familiarize themselves with the application. In contrast, most of the domain experts used a more bottom-up approach and sought answers to specific 3D functionality questions (e.g., “how to pull an object”).

Interestingly we saw that all newcomers (NT, T, and DE) struggled not only in formulating queries, but also in reformulating queries once they realized that their initial query was not yielding the desired results. As seen in Table 2, more than 30% of the overall issued queries were reformulations. Additional analysis revealed that about 50% of reformulations were rewordings (explaining the same problem using other words), but sometimes participants added (23.7%) or removed (18.4%) details from the queries (the rest of the reformulations were spelling errors).

3.3.2. Non-Technical Newcomers Face More Challenges in Expressing Help Needs

As seen in Table 1, non-technical newcomers faced the most failures in the finding help stage. One key issue that we observed with this newcomer group was that they did not seem to have enough awareness that they were not making progress and did not feel the need to seek help. As an extreme case example, it took P16 as long as 13 minutes to seek help for the first time and she said that, “I’m not sufficiently frustrated yet!” (P16-NT), not realizing that her design was wrong (2D instead of 3D). We also observed that on average, it took non-technical newcomers 2.5 minutes longer than technical and domain experts to seek help for the first time:

P7-NT: I don’t even know what I’d have to Google to get this [shape]!

Once the non-technical newcomers realized that they needed help, a big challenge they faced was in not being able to articulate their help needs. The post-task questionnaire revealed that they had the most frustration in finding help (4.7 average on a 7-point Likert scale compared to overall average of 4.3).

One of the participants, P18, had a specific question about rotating a cylinder that she created within the first 5 minutes and for the remainder of the time she was not able to find an answer. She did not initiate any queries, and just clicked on built-in help and got lost between the text tutorials. Later in the interview she said:
P18-NT: I thought [built-in help] would lead me to a place that is also by the [creators of the app] so I thought it would be more credible as opposed to Googled answers [...] I also did not know what to search for in the beginning.

3.4. Challenges in Recognizing Relevant Help

When users were able to successfully locate a relevant resource by formulating appropriate queries, they had to recognize whether or not the resource was relevant. Inability to recognize relevant help was the major reason for failure (60.3% of failures) for all participants. We synthesized three main reasons for this, as explained below.

3.4.1. Struggles with Unfamiliar Jargon

Most newcomers struggled in recognizing relevant resources that contained domain-specific and application-specific jargon. For example, two participants closed a text tutorial with the title “Edit a solid or surface face using T-Splines” immediately after they saw the word T-Spline. Another participant came across the Fillet tool in help resources and commented:

P24-NT: I know how to fillet a fish. But I’m not sure what they mean when they say that word!

And in some cases, participants had to spend at least a couple of minutes experimenting with a demonstrated tool in the application to figure out whether or not it was worth spending more time on the resource. For example, P3 initiated the query “add thickness to sketch in fusion 360” and the help resources led her to the Offset tool, and she then tried to use the Offset tool in the application, however, what she actually needed for the task was the Extrude tool. P1 also got confused between Join, Combine, and Stitch tools even though he read the instructions in a text tutorial explaining the tools, the tutorial did not provide him with sufficient guidance on which tool to use.

3.4.2. Quick Exploration of the Resources and its Content

Most participants in our study did not fully explore search results and help resources in detail (even when they were directly relevant to the task). Most of the time
participants instead skimmed over important details and tried to optimize the overall time they were spending in the resource. For example, one participant explained:

P8-T: There are keywords in my mind that I’m trying to find, if I find it in the text in the first couple of seconds, I continue reading. Otherwise, I just close it.

We suspected this to be a problem because of the time limit of the in-lab study.

P12-T: Under the time limit, I felt pressured and started to panic. But I believe if I had more time, I could probably finish the task easily.

However, diary study results and interviews showed that participants had a similar experience at home and wanted to be efficient and optimize their overall experience.

3.4.3. Negative Learning Transfer from Other Applications

Although domain experts often experienced positive learning transfer (e.g., in finding help) because of their previous 3D modeling experience, in some cases, they also experienced negative transfer, especially in recognizing relevant help. For example, participants had difficulty knowing if the found help was actually relevant because they had a workflow in mind and some of the retrieved results’ content was not matching what they expected based on their use of other 3D applications, such as Blender, Maya, and AutoCAD:

P9-DE: Basic operations like translate, move, scale, extrusion, I expect to be very prominent, always there [...] I was looking at Blender specific ways of doing things and perhaps I was making too many assumptions in that regard.

While working with the application, they reflected on their feelings of confusion and some of them said that they could have completed the same task within the time limit in another 3D modeling application that they are more comfortable with:

P21-DE: I know how to do this in Maya! This is killing me!
3.5. Navigating Between the Application and Help Resources

When participants recognized that they had landed on a relevant resource, they showed different strategies for going back-and-forth between the application and the resource and struggled in applying the help to the task.

3.5.1. Difficulties in Applying Found Relevant Help in the Application

Approximately, 27% of failures in help-seeking happened at the stage of applying relevant help.

There were several reasons why participants had a hard time in applying relevant help to the application task. For example, in some cases, participants forgot which tools were shown in the video that they had just been watching before going back to the application. Sometimes they were unable to locate referenced commands in the application user interface because similar tools were grouped together, and newcomers were not be able to differentiate between them.

The application’s unique modeling approach presented another problem. Being in different workspace modes like Sculpt, Model and Render changed the availability of commands in the interface, causing 6 out of 26 participants to fail at applying help resources. This feature made help resources for Fusion 360 difficult to comprehend and apply even for professional 3D modelers.

P13-DE: I’m not sure what the differences between each modeling type [referring to objects workspaces] are [...] not sure what sort of system Fusion 360 is using, whether its b-spline interpolation [...] it says they use a lot of t-splines but I’m not sure if the objects I was making are actually even t-splines [...].

A detailed analysis of two newcomers (Figure 3.3) demonstrates the level of extremes possible in help-seeking behaviors for the exact same task. For example, P22-DE achieved the highest success rate with Task 1, and P19-NT had among the lowest of success rates. Both P19-NT and P22-DE initiated an Example Model query at the beginning of the task. P22-DE found a video for creating a table, stuck to the same resource and went back and forth between the application and the video at regular intervals. He was able to make connections between the instructions in the video to the
task specifications and conducted self-exploration to further understand the application’s features.

Figure 3.3. Comparison of two newcomers: P19-NT (a) who switches back and forth 33 times between the resources and the application (with only 16.7% help-seeking success rate); Vs. P22-DE (b) who only uses 1 help resource (video) and is highly successful in progressing through the main task.

Although P19-NT had the same help-seeking approach and initiated some Example Model queries similar to P22-DE, he was not able to make use of the help resources. Though he returned to the application 33 times after seeking help, he had no actual success in his help-seeking attempts.

3.5.2. Technical Newcomers Made More Coordinated Use of Help Resources and the Application

Some users of feature-rich software are known to make coordinated use of the application and web resources by going back-and-forth constantly [20,25]. We compared this behavior across the newcomers in our study and found some interesting differences. For example, on average, technical newcomers visited the application two times more than non-technical and domain expert newcomers. The technical newcomers went back and forth more often and applied relevant help more regularly, even though they had never done any 3D modeling before. Furthermore, we observed that the non-technical
newcomers failed at most of their help attempts (81%) whereas the technical newcomers failed only in about half of their help-seeking attempts (52%).

One of the technical newcomers explained how his programming experience and use of web-based debugging resources influenced his help-seeking activities:

P23-T: When I was [doing the in-lab study] I tried some Stack Overflow-type resources, some help forums and things like that because that’s what I do when I’m programming [...] search engines are very good.

In contrast, most non-technical newcomers did not recognize when progress was made or how they should be switching back and forth between the application and help resources. In fact, many of the non-technical newcomers (40%) gave up after their first unsuccessful attempt of using a help resource.

3.6. Perceptions of Help Resources

To assess participants’ perceptions of different help resources and whether or not these perceptions changed between the lab and diary components, we present results from the analysis of our final interviews where users reflected on both experiences.

Overall, participants’ perceptions did not seem to change, and they described similar struggles with different help resources in both phases of the study. In both phases, participants reiterated the need to “optimize” their experience in using help resources and remained very task-focused, as has been shown in other studies [42].

We present users’ perceptions of the most widely used resources in both phases: videos, built-in help, text-based tutorials, and forums.

3.6.1. Paradox of Using Videos

The majority of participants (17/26) clicked on videos first in the search results during the in-lab component. And most participants (20/26) reported in the in-lab and final interviews that videos were their favorite type of resource. Some participants (e.g., P22-DE) were able to make a lot of task progress using only video tutorials.
Despite their preferences, participants were not always successful in using videos during their help-seeking attempts. The interviews revealed more insights into the drawbacks of using videos.

All participants said that videos are useful because they visually demonstrate workflows and techniques, which participants felt helped them appraise the suitability of the videos for their task [11,58]. At the same time, because of the rich availability of different video tutorials related to the application, participants found the process of locating a relevant video frustrating. This was even more problematic when the videos were lengthy. With lengthy videos, participants faced a “risk-reward” situation: it was easier to move on to another video or search result rather than risk watching a video that might be low quality or irrelevant:

P2-T: [Video tutorials are] Long, many parts that are not relevant, and everyone can upload a video [...] it’s hard to find the most suitable video.

P9-DE: You have to scrub through [videos] to see what you want, and very often when you are searching you are looking for keywords. You can’t do that with a video, you can visually scan for certain words you are looking for if you are looking through written resources.

Participants had several challenges navigating videos. In some cases, the videos were filled with unnecessary details (especially if they were unofficial) and it was hard for participants to discern what parts were even relevant. In other cases, a tool’s functionality would be demonstrated too quickly, and participants would struggle in figuring out what actually happened and what would be the next steps.

3.6.2. Tradeoffs in Using Built-In Application Help

The majority of participants had negative perceptions of using built-in help and 80% of the participants did not use it at all, which is in line with other studies [59]. However, interestingly, half of the non-technical newcomers, and 23.1% of all newcomers did consult the built-in help at least once. One participant explained that trusting the source played a big role in her decision to try out the built-in help:

P24-NT: I feel like it’s more certain that I will get a good answer [with built-in help]. Whereas on Google I don’t know if I’ll get the right answer
or not and I don’t want to have to also figure out if it’s authoritative. I don’t want that extra layer, so it just removes that layer for me. I don’t have to worry about whether or not it [Google] will work ... it probably would work, but I don’t trust it.

In the interviews, most participants explained that they felt comfortable with online search and relied on it during their daily life. But, there were still concerns about forgetting where they were in the task, and about getting distracted on the web with the volume of material available:

P17-NT: I think Google search is usually almost always really useful. It’s just there is too much information on there, so you just have to go through and find out.

In addition, they would often encounter outdated or unofficial user-generated material, which would be difficult to reconcile:

P19-NT: One video was 2 years old, so I don’t know if they have a new version or anything.

3.6.3. Text-Based Resources are Useful if they have Visuals

Even though text-based tutorials and forums are popular on the web, surprisingly, we did not find much usage of them in our study. This was perhaps because 3D modeling is a more visual and spatially-oriented application than other domains, such as programming. Most participants who landed on these materials felt that they were only useful if they provided some visual cues to show task relevance:

P17-NT: It [forum] didn’t really show like exact thing I wanted ... unless I post something online and then wait for [someone] to answer, right?

Forums were the preferred type of resource of only two participants (one technical and one domain expert). These two participants explained that if you can find someone on a forum with a similar problem, there is a good chance that you will be able to follow their solution steps to reach the desired result. However, they also pointed out the need to often wade through incomplete or even conflicting answers:

P14-DE: The least useful [resource] was probably the forums ... sometimes you would get multiple answers, and some would be conflicting.
3.7. Summary

In this chapter, we have contributed insights from different groups of application newcomers as they made use of Autodesk Fusion 360, a feature-rich 3D design application. We came up with reasonable categories of users and after sampling users from these categories, and after conducting in-lab and diary studies and interviews we learned that the diversity in our newcomer participants has a direct effect on their performance and help-seeking challenges. We also learned that different users prefer different types of help resources and these resources have a huge potential for further improvement. We encourage the community to take a closer look at the user’s diversity in future help and software designs.
Chapter 4.

Exploring Visualizations of Software Newcomers’ Help Navigation Patterns

In this chapter, we explore how software developers could benefit from understanding the challenges that software users face when they make use of a feature-rich software application and try to find help. We designed a tool for visualizing how software users navigate back and forth between a software application and different in-application and web-based help resources. The visualization is designed to convey several attributes and information regarding software usage behavior to help developers better understand: the types of regularly used help resources, how often they get used, and how diverse participants’ behavior could be when interacting with software help.

As we learned in the previous chapter, people have access to millions of resources that are either official or user-generated and make their way through the tasks that they have to deal with by referring the help resources and exploring the application simultaneously. But, to what extent can we see patterns that help us determine which resources are actually helpful or more widely used by users? How can software developers benefit from learning more about their application users and their help-seeking patterns? In this chapter, we have tried to answer these questions and design visualizations that show the diversity of participants’ navigation patterns and understand the developer’s perspective when we show them users’ interactions with the help resources through these visualizations.

4.1. Method

As highlighted in the previous chapter, it can be challenging to understand the range of end users that may exist for a given application and to determine the extent to which clusters of participants are truly similar or different from one another. One way to achieve this goal may be with the use of visualization techniques that allows software developers to have visual proof and understanding of user actions.
4.1.1. Design Process

Visualizations in this chapter were designed for software developers and designers who will be analyzing users’ behavioral data to guide their application design process. Data-Driven Documents (D3) [4] and JavaScript (JS) libraries were used to create the interactive visualizations of user’s behavioral data in this chapter.

**Dataset and Data Dimensions**

The data used for these visualizations was generated during the study explained in the previous chapter and consists of participants usage behavior of a 3D modelling application called "Autodesk Fusion 360". The initial data resource was cluttered and not very well organized. First, to have a good scope of the project, 3 participants representing the 3 different user groups were selected (from initial data source of 26 participants). As said in the method section of previous chapter, these participants had 20 minutes to complete the task of creating a 3D table and the data was recorded and later gathered in .csv files and converted to an array of objects.

Dimensions used for the purposes of this project were user IDs (e.g., P1 for participant 1) and expertise levels (nominal), resources used (nominal), number of times each of the help resources were visited (quantitative), amount of time spent in the resources (quantitative), and notes of participants actions, search queries, and comments while working in those resources.

First of all, in order to compare the types of resources visited by each participant and the number of times that those help resources were visited, 3 bar charts of data were created using Vega-Lite [70].
Figure 4.1. Help resources used by 3 different participants, and the number of times each of those resources were visited.

We can clearly see that P19 (non-technical), visited the application more than 30 times and has used video resources extensively. On the other hand, the domain expert (P22) has had eight visits to the application and has used two video resources. The technical newcomer (P01) had a relatively average number of visits to the application, comparing with the other two participants.

Color & Visual Encoding

Colors represent different categories of help resources and application and are used to group different resources used based on their type into 6 main categories as similar to the previous chapter:

- Application: Autodesk Fusion 360 (Blue)
- Search Engine: All search engines used by the participants (e.g., Google search engine, etc.) (Red)
- Video Tutorials: Videos can visually show a step-by-step sequence of actions (Yellow)
• Text Tutorials: Text documentations (sometimes containing images) explaining how to make use of different elements of the user interface and achieving tasks. (Green)

• Forums or Q&As: Forums provide answers to specific questions that other people have asked before (Pink)

• Any other type of resource, which cannot impact the 3D modelling task, like installation instructions or no-longer available resources that give 404 error messages (Grey).

Multiple coloring types were iterated upon to apply different types of customization (both sequential and categorical color scales). But, based on the fact that the resources were ordinal data type and should be identified individually, the sequential colors were not chosen. Also, the chosen coloring scheme had the best differentiation among different categories when printed on paper.

Usual visualization techniques and templates have huge powers and when combined, they become even more useful. But, in some cases, they may not be able to express data in its full potential. In addition to the bar charts above, we designed visualizations using D3 libraries to show the diversity among different groups of participants and express data even better. We had different measures to take into account and for this same purpose different design ideas were explored using sketches in order to get the most out of the project.

So as our visualization suggests, we can see participants where in their help-seeking and application usage process all along that 20 minutes time limit, and how much time they spent in different resources. In order to show this data combined, we created a bubble chart, in which each bubble represents a help resource and the amount of time spent in that resource was the area of the bubble (Figure 4.2).
Figure 4.2. Help-seeking patterns of P1-T (Technical Newcomer) from the study in Chapter 3. Different colors represent different resources used and the area of the bubbles is relative to the amount of time spent in each resource. Detailed notes of participants actions and search queries will appear once mouse is hovered over each bubble. An aggregate view of the bubbles was also created when separate view radio button was selected.

As you can see in Figure 4.2, in addition to the basic information that we could get from the data in a bar chart, such as the number of visits of different resources in Figure 4.1, we can also clearly see "the sequence" in which each of these resources was visited. Also, the area of the bubbles shows the amount of time spent in each of these resources. Therefore, the second visualization (Figure 4.2) has delivered more information uniquely for this problem.

Still, what we cannot really see in this visualization is the amount of time that each participant has spent in different help resources because the amount of time is expressed using the bubble charts and their area. Cleveland’s [14] graphical feature interpretation hierarchy suggests that the ranking of graphical features and humans’ ability to differentiate between two different things. Among those, we learned that humans are better at judging length rather than area. In addition, when we used the same visualization for participant 19 (P19-NT) the width of the visualization was approximately 3 times the width in Figure 4.2 (P1-T went back-and-forth 37 times between the application and the help resources, but P19-NT had 93 back-and-forths).

So, to overcome these challenges, we explored another design solution using bars to show the timeline of each participants’ usage of application and help resources.
The amount of time spent in each resource was expressed using the length and placement of each of these bars.

Besides the ability to see "the sequence" in which each of these resources were visited, in this visualization (Figure 4.3), we can judge the amount of time more clearly in comparison to the previous bubble chart and this visualization has delivered even more information that Figure 4.2. Also, the height of this visualization in uniform across all participants and therefore one can know at what specific time each participant is engaged, what type of resource he or she is using, and how often he or she is going back to the application.
Figure 4.3. Help-seeking pattern of 3 different participants (P1-T (Technical Newcomer) on the left, P22-DE (Domain Expert Newcomer) in the middle, and P19-NT (Non-Technical Newcomer) on the right), resources they have used, amount of time spent in each resource (expressed using length of bars), and detailed notes on what each participant has done in different step using tooltips and dragging the horizontal lines to compare length of bars between the 3 participants.
In designing the visualizations, we carried out two pilot tests with people who had no expertise in visualization but had programming and software skills. At a first glance, neither of them could make sense of the bubble chart design and could only understand that these are sequential steps. They later realized that they could get more details by hovering over the data. But both explained that the three columns of visualization were clearly separated and diverse. After they were briefly talked about the data and three different categories of users and six different categories of help resources, both of them deduced that participants’ expertise can have a huge role in one’s ability to navigate through the help resources and were surprised by the non-technical user’s confusion. Also, both of them acknowledged that the timeline version (bars – Figure 4.3), sent the same message as the bubble chart (Figure 4.2). Although the bar chart was not as visually appealing as a bubble chart, it could exactly show that at a certain point in time, what resources the participants are using and what is different amongst them.

Overall, different designs for showing the diversity of interactions of 3D modelling users were explored. Template visualizations such as simple bar charts, covey the main messages in each part of the data, but it still needed to present the data in a more compact and expressive way. Comparison between different dimensions was not necessarily available. Through the later visualization (Figure 4.3) we tried to express the most important features of our data so that final users of these visualizations (technical developers) could both understand and explore the data.

4.1.2. Qualitative Study

To get initial feedback of our visualization, we conducted an initial qualitative study to explore how software developers may benefit from learning more about the application users and their help-seeking and navigation patterns. Our focus was on understanding the developers’ perceptions and reactions to the visualization timeline to see how intuitive the visualizations are.

Participants and Recruitment

Four participants (all male, between the ages of 19-30) who had a background in software engineering and development were recruited from the computing science department at Simon Fraser University (SFU). They all reported different levels of
programming expertise and had 1 year of industry-level software development experience on average.

**Study Protocol and Setup**

Each session was held individually with each participant and lasted for about 20 minutes. Participants were asked to fill out a demographic questionnaire about their background in software development and familiarity with data visualization techniques. The qualitative study began with interview questions regarding participants’ experience with software development and familiarity with end users and help resources of a product they had developed in the past. Audio recordings of participants were collected throughout the qualitative study.

We then presented them our data visualization with minimal explanation about the data (explaining that it shows the usage behavior of a 3D modelling application and its help resources, without explaining different components of the visualization). We ran the visualization on a 24”, FULL HD (1080p) monitor during the study that enabled better observation of the participants interactions with the visualization (interactivity: as said before participants could hover over the segmented bars and see tooltips to read detailed explanation of participants actions in either the application or the help resource and could also drag the horizontal lines to compare and see where each participant has landed at a given time and compare length of the bars). The participants were encouraged to think-aloud as they explored the visualization. At the end of the study we asked participants to rate our visualization on how easy it was to use and read and we also asked about the potential benefits and drawbacks of the visualization and how they could use what they learned in their software development in the future.

**Data Analysis**

We transcribed the audio recordings and using researcher observational notes, we carried out inductive analysis. Our goal was to assess if the visualization could convey the application and help resources usage behavior, and understand current challenges the participants face, and to what extent they could recognize the diversity between different participants.
4.1.3. Help Documentation is Mainly for Internal Use Between Developers

All our participants D1 (Developer 1) to D4, had experience with back-end development and web services, but were also familiar with user interface design (HTML, CSS, JavaScript, AngularJS, etc.) and guidelines. They all reported that the software systems that they had previously developed had few user interface elements (on average less than 20). Developers in their teams shared internal documentations regarding the regular problems with development issues but they either had no resource prepared for end-user help or they had a simple setup text-tutorial. D2, D3, and D4 said that the need for help resources were fulfilled by having a technical support team answering questions via phone calls.

4.1.4. First Exposure Experience

Three out of our four participants did not have any trouble understanding the visualization. In fact, D1 and D2 quickly grasped the main idea behind the visualization within the first few seconds of being presented with the visualization:

D1: That’s the timeline of using [application and resources]. There are three different people?

On the other hand, D3 was hesitant exploring the visualization and after two minutes gave up and asked for clues from the researcher. He couldn’t grasp the idea behind the timelines and why different bars were connected through lines. After a brief explanation, he navigated through the visualization without any problems but commented that having directed arrows between bars instead of lines could help him more to understand the temporal nature of the visualization. D3 said that at first sight this visualization overcomplicated reading of data, but after spending some time with it he can definitely read it easier.

4.1.5. Diversity in Navigating Help and the Application was Acknowledged

All four participants recognized the diversity among participants through the visualization timeline. For example, they all acknowledged that unlike P1 and P22, P19 has started help-seeking from the beginning. D1 realized that the resources used in the
timeline for participant 1 are more diverse as opposed to resources used by participant 22. D4 mentioned that the timeline in the middle (in Figure 4.3), might suggest that this participant is following different steps in a video tutorial as there were no other visits to search engines.

D1 and D2 had a very good understanding of what the main purpose of the visualizations was. They were exact and the comments revealed a good understanding of the help-seeking procedure and usage of different types of resources. D1 could identify the technical newcomer among the three participants without any clues. He said:

D1: This person looks a lot like what I do when I’m coding!

4.1.6. Benefits and Drawbacks of the Visualization

On average participants rated the ease of understanding the timeline visualization (Figure 4.3) to be 7 out of 10. All participants said that learning about the users’ behavior helps with better development of the software, for example D2 said:

D2: I would consider maybe looking at the applications’ actual documentation and seeing if these things they are looking for is actually accessible in the documentation and if it wasn’t, trying to figure out why that is and making it work.

As for observations by the researcher, we learned that the participants did not read any of the detailed comments of behaviors when hovering over bars. They acknowledged their existence, but only D2 skimmed over a couple of them when exploring the visualization. As for future work and as recommended by two participants, these comments can be replaced by the final design after each usage of the application so one can show the progress after usage of the help resources to anticipate the effectiveness of these resources.

4.2. Summary

In this chapter we first introduced a timeline visualization of help-seeking and application navigations of our participants’ data from chapter 3, while they made use of the 3D modeling application, Autodesk Fusion 360 and its online help resources (text tutorials, video tutorials, forums, etc.) to enable software developers to have a better understanding of participants resource usage. In order to evaluate our timeline
visualizations and understanding how intuitive the visualization is, we performed a qualitative study four software developers and found that they perceived these visualizations to be useful for understanding users’ navigations and help-seeking resource usage and learned about both the benefits and drawbacks of our designed visualizations.
Chapter 5.

Discussion

Although HCI research on designing help and learning systems spans over three decades, to the best of our knowledge, our study contributes the first empirical insights into modern use of software help from the perspective of newcomers.

We now reflect on our key results, their generalizability, and highlight areas where prevalent assumptions should be revisited in the design of future help and learning support tools to better support a range of newcomer backgrounds.

5.1. Summary of Key Commonalities and Differences

All newcomers in our study struggled in their help seeking. Those without technical or domain knowledge, however, had distinctly lower success rates than the other two groups in their help-seeking attempts. All newcomers had vocabulary challenges, but the nature and impact of those challenges differed according to existing domain or technical expertise. For example, vocabulary challenges contributed to non-technical newcomers having difficulties even initiating search queries and seeing more potential advantages to built-in help than the other groups. Non-technical newcomers also exhibited less coordinated help and application use than the technical newcomers. All newcomers made heavy use of videos, despite some of their clear limitations. We elaborate on a number of these findings and their implications below.

5.2. Generalizability of Results

Our task-centric, multi-phase study method was influenced by prior work showing that users often approach learning software with a specific task in mind [35,41,42,59,60]. We elected to prescribe tasks in this manner to provide consistency among participant experiences, and to help with quantifying observations. Nonetheless, there are many other non-task based approaches to learning software (e.g., [17,41]) and these should be explored in future work.
Although we looked at only one 3D modeling application, many insights from our study should apply to a broad range of feature-rich software that have a similar range of commands, tools, menus, modes and rely on niche domain-related vocabulary. Many such software applications have traditionally been designed for users with formal training in a domain, for example, full-featured image-editing applications, video-editing software, and statistical analysis packages. For such application types, new consumer and cloud-based versions are becoming available, reducing barriers to initial entry and opening up the door for different types of application newcomers. These packages have similar web-based help resources available as Fusion 360 (e.g., videos, built-in help, tutorials, forums, etc.), in comparable quantities.

Beyond target application, we had initial concerns about how our findings might generalize if they stemmed only from a lab study. For example, we wondered if participants might feel more comfortable exploring a range of help resources and show more persistence with a resource when not under the eye of an experimenter. This prompted us to include the diary component in our study. To our surprise, participants’ strategies and perceptions were relatively stable across both the lab and diary phases. Participants continued to pursue the same types of resources at home and expressed hesitance to stick “too long” with a resource that was not helpful. This increases our confidence in the generalizability of our findings, but more longitudinal work (with repeated application and resource exposure) would be valuable.

5.3. Individual Differences in Software Help-Seeking

As the barriers to accessing software lowers, newcomers are increasing in both their quantity and their diversity. Our study is only one step towards teasing out individual differences based on newcomers’ technical and domain expertise. For example, the newcomers in our study mostly represented an educated segment of the population. Future research is needed to tease out the impact of other individual characteristics on help-seeking and software learning including, gender, age (e.g., [35]), education, and learning styles [23,29,39].
Help-seeking is only one component of becoming proficient with a feature-rich application, yet, it is considered to be one of the most important stages of the overall learning process [1,28]. Our findings confirm that some insights into software help-seeking behaviors from the older literature continue to hold for many newcomers (e.g., dealing with technical jargon), even in light of the current volume and diversity of external resources available. However, our work challenges some prior findings as well as prevalent assumptions. For example, contrary to earlier findings that built-in application help is utterly ineffective and not used by users [59], half of the newcomers without a technical background did consult the built-in help and perceived it to be a useful way to access vetted help. The findings motivate continued efforts in designing informative built-in help that will be meaningful to newcomers, particularly those seeking to understand basic application vocabulary and tool function [30].

5.4. Reconsidering Search-Based Help

There has been an underlying motivating assumption in prior work that users will seek external help for their software needs via search and go back-and-forth between search results and the application to complete tasks (e.g., [7,20,25,47]) Our findings show that this behavior was more prevalent among the technical newcomers and suggests that search is a poor gateway for many newcomers, particularly those who are not from technical backgrounds. These newcomers struggled the most in formulating targeted queries (even with search term suggestions from Google Suggest) and in assessing the relevance of the returned search results.

Part of the challenge in formulating queries is the vocabulary problem [26]. Similar to prior work in information-seeking behavior research [2,15,53], we found that our newcomer participants had difficulty mapping application terminology to vocabulary they understood [6]; and, we found that this was the case for domain terminology as well. Our results go beyond prior work, however, by highlighting the extent to which these vocabulary challenges persist in the different phases of seeking help (participants’ equivocal queries that misguided them towards usage of unwanted tools). Even our domain experts had vocabulary challenges, as they tried to reconcile terminology from their more familiar (and highly-related) tools. Given the diversity of help resources available online, it is probable that there are some external resources that express help
in a way that is more understandable to newcomers; however, such resources were not easily located by the newcomers in our study.

Another important part of the challenge is recognizing relevant results from a search - we saw the highest number of help-seeking failures among newcomers at this stage. This suggests further opportunities to explore tutorial and search result annotations that filter the data based on users’ expertise in 3D modeling, resource preferences (videos, forums, etc.), time constraints, as well as resource credibility. Some annotation schemes have been proposed in the literature [19,39], but they are highly command oriented, which is a representation that would likely not help users who are just beginning to familiarize themselves with the application’s vocabulary. To address these issues, there are also opportunities beyond search to explore more automated means of recommending resources to newcomers within the application. Automated approaches could involve resolving challenges in recognizing newcomer intent (e.g., reasoning about user interaction data that involves a mix of trial and error and task progress) and in determining the suitability of different resources for newcomers.

5.5. Reconceptualizing the Onboarding Experience

It is also worth considering entirely new and personalized approaches to software onboarding within the application. Although “tip of the day” overviews or “getting started” guided tutorials have become popular in consumer software today, they do not take into account the diversity in newcomer experiences, as shown in another recent study with children [35]. The majority of the onus is often placed upon the users to onboard themselves. Our findings motivate further research into the design of informative and engaging onboarding experiences that are personalized to a newcomer’s background. For example, based on the differences we observed, perhaps newcomers could set up initial profiles in the software based on their technical and domain expertise. The system could then generate personalized guided tutorials that vary in the level of domain terminology explanation, user interface explanation and have differing suggestions for follow-up resources.
5.6. Improving the Utility and Usability of Tutorial Videos for Newcomers

Of the different resources available, the newcomers in our study made the most use of videos and expressed the highest degree of preference for the video help format, particularly in light of the highly visual and spatial nature of the 3D modeling domain [11,58]. However, many of the non-technical newcomers commented on a number of frustrations with videos, such as locating relevant snippets within lengthy videos and actually recognizing how the demonstrated tools and features could apply to the task at hand. In fact, we observed several instances of users spending long periods of time going back and forth in videos that ultimately did not help them make task progress. More research is needed to both consider how to encourage the creation of the videos equivalent of Carroll’s minimalistic approach to software documentation [8], as well as better tutorial video summarization techniques already being explored (e.g., [65]).

5.7. Providing Means to Create Meaningful Visualizations of User Navigation Behavior

The goal of our study in chapter 4 was to evaluate intuitiveness of our timeline visualization and to understand developers’ perceptions towards end-users and their help-seeking capacities. One limitation of our qualitative study in chapter 4 is our participant sample (both in the number of participants and their diversity), but it represents an initial exploration into how developers can be involved in the process of gathering appropriate analytics data about users. Much of the focus in the state-of-the-art analytics tools focuses on in-application behaviors, but our work suggests that users can actually be very active outside the application during their learning process and these types of usage behaviors need to be captured and visualized better for software teams. Prior research has explored usage metrics can be displayed within the software application [49], but as for future work, we propose more automated approaches in capturing users’ help-seeking and navigation to better inform the developers of software and provide them with insights that allow the development of higher quality of both user interfaces and help resource.
Chapter 6.

Conclusion

We conducted in-lab observations and diary studies with 26 software newcomers to investigate their help-seeking strategies in using a feature-rich 3D modeling application. Our study contributes novel insights on how newcomers make use of modern help resources on the web and highlights important variations across newcomers with different technical skills and domain expertise. In addition to the study with software newcomers, we designed visualizations of users’ navigation of the application and help resources and performed an initial qualitative study with software developers. We discuss implications for moving beyond “one-size-fits-all” help resources towards more personalized, and curated help and learning materials that suit individual help needs.
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